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Julian Francis Park

because I have to go
to the store and get
some rest and feel
better soon and that
is why I am asking
for a friend to talk

I want communism

Many thanks to Small Press Traffic and Real Time & Space for putting me up so
I could write this stuff in the August & September of 2017.
@jfpark3
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pushed into the scene,
a hard little head protruding
(Rich, “33,” A Controversy of Poets 370)

a small, fixed dot, I still can see
that old mysself, a dark blue thumbtack

Piece by piece I seem
to re-enter the world: I first began

[in hindsight, it crosses my mind this could a differnt anecdote of a
would-b petty-b’s interest in tenant struggle—of a landlord hopeful]

& at the rally I learn a new chant, “La migra la policia la misma porquería”

[takes time to figure where this person should go. leaving, I ask for
papers back, “unless you want to know about tenant rights?” “yes” sez
they.]
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elaborate scale.

I don’t imagine that my enactment here of juxtapositions, not really surreal, is
necessarily what you had in mind, but it is true that this shuffling of realities has
begun to unmake my old world.
(Yamashita, Letters to Memory 46)

moxley making a similar point, pen & paper, working class art technically
but seldom now do i write short poems except in workshop,
The agent told us

[an anecdote of growing rents as means of proletarianizing the petty
bourgeois:]

We’d been having working group meetings
on how to make more common among Omni members carceral abolitionism &

[i was offering a volunteer orientation for a tenant/migrant org in sf
mission. a person walks in early, sez, “I’m here for the orientation?”]

Families have watched their incomes stagnate, or even fall, while their housing
costs have soared. Today, the majority of poor renting families in America spend
over half of their income on housing, and at least one in four dedicates over 70
percent to paying the rent and keeping the lights on.
(Desmond, Evicted 4)

Sometimes people use the word nepotism when they mean either solidarity or
reproducing social relations on an expanded or advanced scale.

[15min later, person sez, “I think I’m in the wrong place? is this the
orientation on running a small business?” hah, I laugh: “not at all”]

by recommending
200c arnica pellets, & further recommended her favorite

Divorce and separation seem to be a major cause for the formation of new
households (more than 4,000 per year). An increasing portion of single adults
profoundly changed the social profile of the city.
(Castells, The City and the Grassroots 100)
I wrote that wrong.
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Lauren, who was then associated with another Omni Commons collective, now
defunct, called Birdhouse, which focused specifically on arts education, was very
generously offering her substantial skill set in non-governmental cultural policy
to a group of us of inconsistent but consistently-diminishing size interested in
keeping the Public School alive for who knows exactly what reason except that
it had previously been alive and living on what rumor has it was much more

The memorial was,
appropriately people said, held at the Omni. Months ago, she’d
helped mend my foot, fucked up because stomped on when running from
a fascist at a streetfight in Berkeley.

[i’m prob too social anxiety prone to ever end up in a proper orgy, but
the orgy that is pub transit is one of life’s true communal presences]

At the end of a woman’s howl shattered to laughter.
(Delany, Dhalgren 86)

Receiving mum’s text, I had just left
the memorial for a comrade whom I barely knew, whom I got to know
through delegate meetings at
the Omni Commons, a community space where we both were involved in
collectives,
mine a free school, hers of marxist feminists.

andrea also calling it punk & meaning hella DIY

[o how many bad jokes concerning weather do you invite from white
bro bourgies walking to transit, my not-so-dear san francisco?]

Lauren and I had previously met—though intially upon remeeting at Real Time
and Space had forgotten this despite recognizing one another—through the
Omni Commons, a community center in North Oakland, and in particular the
misleadingly titled Bay Area Public School, a free school which, when Lauren
and I met, was well on it’s way to crashing into it’s present state of bare existence
as a non-profit fiscally sponsored non-governmental apparatus of cultural policy
in the form of offering context for a weekly writing workshop I facilitate.

Because of the season, the time of night is suffocated, wily/stirring souls is hard/
A loner (alone) (and we pass over him/ stirs his human head in the sidewalk
mud, time of day to see him solve his angusih stuck in a puddle/ Xochimilco,
gales and crysalises loose in the air—head in the mud—cruelty and the scent of
grapefruit are together here.
(Larrosa, “To Roberto Bolaño | August [Undated],” Chicago Review 60:3
47).

everything but weed for comfort.
as always i love most the burning traffic,
the way it fucks my eyes, fib-like,
while the crowd wanders 8 lakes of smoke.

no gymnasium to work out.
there with the televisions at it
again, aren’t they always,
there, there – with nothing &

but be” true in the way
you get fucked by your fib
i mean my fib, that gendered lie
whose kinks I’ve been going to

with the tree needles, & me
sitting here writing words with
the tree needles, who
needs to say, “fib first

overwrought cat of my horny street-sitting,
will you, at least, marry me
if I will marry no one else?
with moon & lamp doing shit
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how to fix a bent key
is it appropriateness or problematics
with which we judge literatures of the past
two pseudo-pros wonder amid
the wonder of the isle of capri
then there are problems at home to deal with
first, the oven needs cleaning but how
well, as oft, with baking soda first, then
later vinegar, soda spread as paste & dried
then overnight after, wiped with water
then sprayed off
for car keys there are vices, pliers, and hammers
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[the succinct mood could be, in the modified form of what I just texted
a friend after a summary of events contextualizing current feeling:]

[I am alive and seeking to date in the second decade of the 21st
Century in the San Francisco Bay Area]

[perhaps goes without saying, still I must; I take Drake as no model for
this even tho the sound of his music has shaped how I feel about it]

[“delete your account,” the poet whispers to self, in conclusion to this
sorry excuse for a thread]

I drunkenly introduced myself to Samantha by saying, “I loved deadfalls and
snares, it heavily influenced my thesis,” which was true and was true because it
was recommended to me by Juliana early in the process of writing my thesis and
addressed themes and forms fundamental to what I sought to address, in short
the relation of a poetry writing person such as one’s self to various forms and
instances of state violence.

The body’s products become
Fatal to it. Our spit
Would kill us, but we
Die of our heat.
(Ashbery, “Two Sonnets,” The Tennis Court Oath 20)

[tfw when u repaird bike tube twice yest then when flat again next day
replacd then found new tube flat & knew hadnt rid tire puncture
source]

These disasters, of course, as Cheena Marie Lo writes, are
not only an open “Series” but “Un/Natural.” Ecosocial I sometimes say,
by which I mean, and I think Lo means similar with “Un/Natural,” that though
they have to do with systems larger
than ourselves, they are nonetheless systems within which we can act,
by mutual aid for example, one Lo and I both favor.

[hi, yes, nice to meet you, o you also change which desktop email client
you use at least 3 times yearly? i’d love to chat about pros & cons
more!]

The talk at Real Time and Space by Bedoya was convened by Lauren Marie
Taylor, a conceptual artist and another current resident of the studio at which it
was held.
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[important to note that, now listening, as this fantasy compelled me to, I
had forgotten the words (I don’t oft retain lyrics)]

[would be a lie to claim, as almost did, dunno how i came to this mood,
but: just imagined this restaurant playing Drake, “Marvins Room”]

Almost all writers leave some danglers, and some do little harm; but walking
trees and carnivorous sofas can really wreck the scenery.
(Le Guin, Streeting the Craft: A 21st-Century Guide to Sailing the Sea of
Story 22)

this what i love about carrying a book of poems, what i also love about short
poems, an art form for pauses between the rest of life

[arugula by any other name except rocket wouldn’t taste so pungent?]

Just under a year ago drunkenly introduced myself to Samantha at a bar after a
book release for Ida Borjels Miximum Ca’Canny the Sabotage Manuals (a book
put out by Commune Editions, to which I also have a social connection, in that
one of that presses’s editors, Juliana Spahr, advised the writing of my MFA thesis
at Mills College).

[presumably in the context of the IWW organizing training, the whole
process is elaborated…]

[comrade had not known AHUY, but knew AEIOU, I had not known.
inoculate seems import, but O & U maybe opaque]

[was convo yest w/ 2 comrades; discussed 1-1 organizing models
drawn from unions. via unitehere, i’d learned AHUY]

They rise, crest, and disperse. But they are never stamped out. Many social
movements follow this cyclical patter, but it is particularly strong in the case of
housing movements.
(Madden and Marcuse, In Defense of Housing 147)

With disasters continuous, contiguous and tumbling into each other, it’s hard to
keep track,
impossible to follow all, and difficult to even open myself
to feel those I do know about, let alone to have anything other than a felt
response,
such as, for example, engaging in relevant collective action.

[is it possible that booker t & the mg’s “green onions” will forever be
the coolest?]
You with that fine street cloth on this pave
what spinner put the torque on those threads?
And how many buses have they touched, how
many trains, how many cars’ seats? Would you
sit with me on these steps if I only
asked questions that you liked, promising never
to let slip a hard word from my wooden life?
I can’t promise you will much like the parking lot
view, but it takes two to tug-of-war and with
four we’d have enough to get through this whole
jar of sweet, buttery pickles.

Brisbain
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I am drinking this after dinner coffee & it’s making me want to get up & leave but
I want to feel like I want to get up & leave for a long time, so I must sit here &
drink this coffee so I can have, until the next one, the energy of wanting to get up
& leave while remaining in place.
With this, I will write a play tonight or I will not, & I will definitely get high, as I
do every night, for how else can one watch impossible to tolerate television that
one must watch (how else may one get high off hash vapor that one much get high
off except if watching impossible to tolerate television?).
Meanwhile, my response to your letter is long overdue.
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In Washington, the average salary of a wildland firefighter is $62,950/year, and
in
California $66,950/year, third and second highest on average in the country for
that
job. Even if an incarcerated wildland firefighter worked every hour of every day
in a year, at a
dollar an hour that’s, most years, $8,760.

[it would seem by broke tv comrade broke upon quiet white
supremacists norm. led to near violent altercation. fuck would be oak
street nazi]

we shove from what we can no longer touch
pushing what we cannot reach the walls shake.
say cheese
(Robeson, Chicago Review 59:4/60:1 31)

[I did not know until now that twitter has in-app translation. I hope this
new knowledge substantially changes my following habits]

[encountering this fact destroyed a tweet I had anticipated writing. may
it destroy a great many more]

that poem of writing a poem in what few moments one had, something i think
about a tea cup now reminds me about what someone had taught me before,
fast & loose, like mary oliver & now, the poem of riot, but of love, like the
third part of Brooks’s “riot”

[probably obvious but a personal practical breakthru: the “thank you”
text is a common mobile-device-era “thank you”-card substitute]

Property-ownership allowed some of the working class to act in a pseudocapitalist manner, managing capital relations in their own lives as owners
of futures—the rising value of their commodified existence projected in time
through credit.
(Gonzalez, “Notes on the New Housing Question,” Endnotes #2 59)

[just realized my online dating profiles are more up-to-date than my
wordpress bio]

The writing residency, called ELEVATE, is a collaboration between Real Time
and Space and Small Press Traffic; the latter to which I have a social connection,
in particular to the executive director, Samantha Giles.
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[tfw u oft keep yr vpn on 24/7 even on phone but now & then turn off
when need speed boost then forget to turn back on til someone else
tfw]

These super-exploited incarcerated workers live
outdoors in so-called conservation camps, and when on the job are paid
$1 an hour risking their lives; it’s unclear whether time at the camp is clocked or
not.
Most other western states maintain similar programs.

walking slowly across the colony
cups on the lawn and a champagne cork
my favorite water storage district
the leaky milk of established fact
(Warren, “California Compliant,” I Love It Though 65)

Professor Osbey started with Rubén Darío whom I hadn’t read before,
Nicaraguan by nationality, Afro-Indigenous by self-declared heritage,
initiator of modernismo

If you’re curious, it’s definitely out of commission. When I had a party at the studio
last Friday to celebrate my 29th birthday, I was drunk enough to be persuaded—
with very little effort on my interlocutor’s part—to test the elevator by shutting its
freight-style gate and pressing the go button.

[it’s official, mum’s started scanning & emailing me grandma’s letters]

[cant stop thinking about this text mum sent yesterday from seattle: “It
is raining from the forest fires like flakes of snow. It is horrid.”]

So many well-positioned writers imagine that an increased emphasis on class
can only come by toning down the race and gender talk that it is hard to see how
they maintain the stance that they are lonely figures sacrificing to tell the truth.
(Roedigger, Class, Race, and Marxism 16)

Anyway, in this case, I knew about the talk because it was happening to be held
at the same art studio, Real Time and Space, where, at time of writing, I have a
writing residency—in one of the cutest little elevators that was ever taken out of
commission.

A year later I found Juliana Spahr making a similar argument in her afterword
to Gertrude Stein’s Tender Buttons.

i say i do not believe in persons and politics are dead you sexy fucks

touched my arouseable arm – i hotly said: (my) hair touched (their) arm

& almost blow us over; once, a drummer walked by & their hair

between plastic pipe that throughout the march would catch wind

in black medical masks & sunglasses with hands we held a huge queer flag
suspended

we were at the arranged corner next to forgettable forget-me-not park

bored, as close to coming as going; fascists wouldn’t dare show themselves for
long

in city real movement was crowded – not terribly close, unterrified, elated,
close-ish,

real soft dreams tho they be

i do not believe in the hard facts of persons or politics

contact in fantasy as contract, none of it, i say

relation as void etcetera: there is no such thing as the sex i never have, never am
not having

i dont need to tell you social intercourse is nothing but everything

or play (rough, not, before fucking, not), which is fucking, ie social intercourse

it has been long enough since then that vaccuum feels like fucking

i do not remember when i last was / was not having or ready for sex
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It is a wild world with no one in it
to not punch nazis with, my beloved bourgeois
critic of food & drink, please sing
the melody again.
If Bryson weren’t a disc jockey would
you have met & would you have talked,
walking to, as always, purchase beer &
tacos, about the formal limits the rapped bar
imposes on verbal expression, & then gone
to the third bar & learned about Zuck’s
personal chef, the communist party
victorious in the warm smokey wind
of the pool room next to the bathroom,
where you invited everyone who could
listen to the party you’re having on Friday.
Never order two kinds of sauce, said
Kate, who’s really great, and had not
spoke a word since the fidget spinner fiasco
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imprint your brain, for future use, with shows architecture, customs, and
traditions?
(Anne Boyer, “The Relacion of Anne Boyer,” The Romance of the
Happy Workers 72)

As of this writing, the Diamond Creek Fire is 1 of the 3 regionally active
wildfires in WA, with the remaining 137, of the total 140 active, in BC,
of which 20 are “Fires of Note.”
All 3 fires in WA are considered of note; 2, including Diamond Creek, of 3
suspected to be started by people, the third by lightning.

A class wherein it was her argument, as I remember without consulting my
notes,
that aesthetic modernism is unthinkable without thinking slavery and its
abolition;
not modernity, as I’d encountered before, for example in the work of Sylvia
Wynter,
but modernism.

[even on verge of passing out a virgo can reply to your text from
yesterday with nearly friendship-ending poison wit explaining late
reply]

I saw on social media that California has the largest number of any US state
of wildland firefighters considered by the prison system to be inmates;
in 2015 they accounted for 40% of the those 10,000 people fighting wildland
fires
in the state.

Ana Patova attempts to build structures with her lines (something beyond
paragraphs and chapters), structures that are, somehow, inhabitable.
(Gladman, Prose Architectures ix)

[even on the verge of passing out a virgo can write a tweet, reread it 8
times, tweet it, reread it 8 more times, copy, delete & rewrite it]

This “few followers” sense would depend on an understanding of the word policy
as specifically concerning municipal governance by state apparatuses and not by
those non-governmental apparatuses, whether for profit or allegedly not, that have
done much of what approximates municipal cultural policy in lieu of that which
would more precisely fit a common sense of that term.

[I don’t even remember what it’s like to not wake up in a puddle of heat
&/or stress induced sweat, with teeth aching from clench]
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Anne, did you see liberation beside you, with silent lips, sad and
tremulous?
When it dawned the barges had been driven apart from each other, did you
find a self in thirty fathoms and, drifting along at the hour of vespers,

The only class I ever “audited,” after I’d already graduated.

[did I mention that we agreed on, with a total stranger, took for granted
even, the tendency of the systemic rate of profit to fall?]

[we all know UBI just some bad coke that many of us would still
knowingly blow, say us drunkards]

[it’s an Oakland Saturday when you sit down at your dive & talk
commie sht with the silicon valley personal chef you just met.]

As I learned, for a good few years there had been no Cultural Plan in Oakland
guiding municipal cultural policy enforcement and implementation, so in that the
sense there were until recently perhaps few followers of municipal cultural policy
for me to circulate among, particularly when compared to the number of followers
of municipal culture, politics, and cultural politics, whom often seemed to be
everywhere around me.

Homes not Jails selects sites for demos that are unsuitable to house people due
to security or access issues.
(East Bay Homes Not Jails, All Your Base are Belong to Us 8)

[“trampoline dodgeball,” i don’t think i’m at all interested in the sport
but love the phrase]

I recall when I first knew I loved the poetry of Gwendolyn Brooks:
It was in Brenda Marie Osbey’s class on Modernist Africana Poetry of the
Americas,
a class which also got me to read more pages than I ever had of the Bible,
KJV for its anglo-literary influence, & for its love poetry:
Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth: for thy love is better than
wine.
Because of the savour of thy good ointments thy name is as ointment
poured forth, therefore do the virgins love thee.

BC Wildfire services considers of note those fires “which are highly visible
or which pose a potential threat to public safety.”

[why aren’t (software) “notifications” called notices? because the suffix
sounds more technical?]
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poets die so that we remember them or we remember only some of those, poets
or not, that die & forget most, & they die with mostly one reason: we live among
many murderous social relations all of which must end; it is more important to
be a revolutionary than a poet though many revolutionaries are also poets; if we
forget the poets that got in the way of revolution, i will not care and doubt i would
call comrades many of those who would disagree on this matter. still, for now, i
love much uncomradely writing

if we were flirting, how could i have known?
i’d managed to leave my body at home.
if we were squirting, how could i feel it?
the skin i once had had pealed back
into the shadow of a day after eclipse
but i heard your song, as if from sweet lips,
& it burnt out my ears, my fears, & my forebears,
it burnt out my learning & a few good hairs
it burnt out the world, it whirled it too,
it burnt out the meaning of me & you.
but it was not from lips, for if y** had them,
* couldn’t have known, we’d never met,
we never left home.
we turned our couches to smoke,
we wet dreamed
in the fuck words we spoke,
which were these:
please jesus, you miraculous queer
hold our hard hands while we tear
out from y** & m* the social relation called money
& with money torn out our stars
throw a grand party, the last of our old lives
the end of uneven death, the end of wives & husbands
the end of the world as we knew it, &, yes, burnt,
not healed, but plenty still there too
& some plenty, said queer mary, is enough
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Oakland Municipal Cultural Policy

This at the same time furnished a polemical weapon for industrial capital,
against the exploitation of the progress of industry by landed property.
(Marx, Grundrisse 596)

[I want communism because I have to go to the store and get some rest
and feel better soon and that is why I am asking for a friend to talk]

On Monday I was at a lecture and this agent of Oakland municipal cultural policy,
Roberto Bedoya, was telling this audience of various artists and arts institution
workers and managers about the municipal cultural policy he was working on.

[just wowed french border pigs w/ my rattail]

The last text mum wrote me yesterday from Seattle:
“It is raining from the forest fires like flakes of snow. It is horrid.”

Falsehood is never in words; it is in things. (Calvino, Invisible Cities 62)

[also in repro news: drove home from grocer w/ roomie learned that
my key to shared car was bent. web advises pliers. roomie said
hammer; hammer for the win]

Assuming she was at home, since I had just got off the BART at
Embarcadero in SF, as the crow flies we were 770 miles apart, while the horrid
fireflakes had fluttered 129 miles, assuming they came from the nearest to mum
of what the British Columbia Wildfire Services calls “Fires of Note,”
a fire at Diamond Creek in Okanogan County, on the Washington side
of the nation-state border between the US and Canada.

Normally I wouldn’t go to this sort of thing, not that I don’t have interest in such
matters, but because I wouldn’t know where to go when because I mostly don’t
circulate on- or off-line among those whom follow municipal cultural policy, even
though I, an anarchist-communist poet, do often circulate among those that follow
municipal politics, though not especially policy, and municipal culture.

Antigone represents not kinship in its ideal form but its deformation and
displacement, one that puts the reigning regimes of representation into crisis
and raises the question of what the conditions of intelligibility could have been
that would have made her life possible, those of us who confound kinship in the
rearticulation of its terms?
(Butler, Antigone’s Claim 24)
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distance remaining to walk, by the nearness of a bar to where i’d
parked my bike, which the pigs fortunately
hadn’t confiscated – i could hear the chorus to nas’s “heaven,” imagined
it literal, hence poem.

but by call’s end, after mutual “love you”s – & though i wasn’t wanting
to say much, reassured tho i was by mum’s faith
& my materialist transmogrify, by our numbers
earlier, & the music, even the speeches, by the short

wasn’t running the direction i was going yet
because of the aforementioned street action,

i answered mum’s call somewhat rudely.
i was pretty dehydratred & the bus i wanted

commies will best them again in berkeley tomorrow.

did not even show, just tens of cops, & us

the fascists, numbering in the tens, in
the streets of san francisco, where they

& also because, today, communist forces,
numbering in the thousands, bested

died, & I was able to cry, imagining
her furry bod against my palm, tho
only after getting off the phone, only
after asking mum to send penny-photos

when i was a teen (i don’t live
with her anymore, but does
companionship ever really end
except when it really ends),

our, her, feline companion,
the one we started living with

& when the levees broke it pours, as I neednt remind you, whom know
everything better than me
still I cry with delight when enemies die, we gonna get free

broke phone before the phone I wrote this on
you died in a boot loop & forced
me to hoop jump digital bureaus to replace you
which I’m okay with cause I’m used to being okay
with some of the things I’ve no choice about
me saying okay meaning it’s a numb-flooded world
that more & more of us live in or
the floods we watch on TV happen often enough now
that our short attention span & rapid digestion of info
have turned floods, like wars, into atmosphere

broke elevator pass from the infrastructure
that writes me through the intrastructure that writes me
I said I sat there and something happened while I felt what some call some
kinda way but mostly I stood &
poured water out of the plastic table the ice melted into
I said I’m late for the train but the train didn’t come on time
there was a delay because the hoodied youth flooded a stopped train & blind
robbed it
to which we say fuck yeah, you, new comrade, & I
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J, having been surprised to find E sitting on the street where J had been sitting
for the poems’ first draft, had returned inside to the dark lobby of the former
dancehall, to sit in a plush chair. J copied the first line, “how panic in the phone
box”—and indeed was now copying, even revising some of, these very words,
having first written this narrative revision of a poem in a notebook, but deciding,
given the prose, typing would be faster.
Was “phone box” a known phrase, J had wondering minutes before to the room
assembled to write—and was told “phone booth” was a more familiar term.
Another teller thought perhaps “phone box” was a Britishism, for another poet
present, L, knew J had a Brit for a mum, though all agreed “phone booth” sounded
the more British of the variations.
Anyway, “phone box” left as it was for a moment, revising still, should the line
read “how to” and not just “how”? No harm in trying it, the original will remain
a permanent record to return to if necessary, thought J. Ok, so “how to panic in
the phone box.” But the “to” now changed the following line, “& smoke of the
street corner.”
This was as far as J got in this sitting, since there were to be only 12 minutes of
writing right then, before ringing the doorbell of the former dancehall to remind
the writers scattered inside and out of the building to return to discuss how the 12
minutes had gone, and to share what had been written if desired.
Here, the revision broke off, while J, who was again revising the present narration,
it’s first paragraph to be precise, found J’s self searching style recommendations
around dash-use. Formerly fond of the en dash with space on each side, J had of
late increasingly been attracted to the em dash without spaces, which, it turned
out, for example, the Chicago Manual of Style, recommended, though wikipedia
identifies this as an especially USAmerican style preference.
And here again review broke, while J went to brush teeth, having finished the
pre-brush oil-swishing that had inspired writing the following lines in another
window of the application in which the present narrative was being written:
where one can’t help but take pictures
of the forms the lipids take when solidifying
But now, J felt this piece was self-indulgent. E, the night before, had raised the
self-indulgence of writing about writing to the group. E said something like that it
was difficult to do because it felt silly to do, a silliness that amplified the already,
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So that’s the poem. The warmth the poem’s inflected by in my memory
has to do with another night that same May. Classes had ended or were soon
ending, I can’t remember. Truong had invited all of the students in his Craft of
Poetry class to come over for a dinner at his place in the Haight, at which we
would all share writing. So many peer poets and writers whom were integral
to my MFA were there, Amirh McNeil, Andrea Abi-Karam, Arpine Akopyan,
Denise Benavides, Jess Balitrónica-Gomez, Mai Doan, Nora McKinnon. Frankly,
aside from remembering feeling this evening as a pivot in my induction into a
community of writers and poets, I can remember little but the warmth I’ve already
twice alluded to. The food that Truong made for us was fantastic, I remember
that. I remember I drank some, but not so much to explain forgetting other details.
What I most remember is this: I read some poems; the last was the one I just read
to you. Looking up at my comrades, I saw what I perceived as looks of pleasure
and approval that indicated I had written something they liked. I too liked, and
like, them and their work, very much in fact, and there is nothing that compares
to feeling liked by those you like, especially when it turns out that some of your
work that you like and they like is the same.
I want to share with you another story, because I want to share with you
another poem. It concerns another day in the Mission, one where I again found
myself going to both Alley Cat and Tacqueria Vallarta. On August 26th, 2017,
the fascists were supposed to be coming to San Francisco to have one of their
recruitment rallies under their favored flag of free speech. We showed up with a
thousand plus, they showed up not at all. Gathering near Alamo Square Park, on
the corner of Steiner and Hayes, we marched 2.3 miles to the corner of Mission
and 24th, in order to make the connection between the social conditions of
political economic crisis which have both influenced the gentrification of working
class black and/or brown neighborhoods like the Mission, and, a renewed interest
in ethno-nationalism by those whom identify as white. After the march ended in
the Mission, as I mentioned, I went to Alley Cat and Tacqueria Vallarta. I returned,
via BART and foot, to near Alamo Square Park, where I’d left my bike as soon
as I found the queer bloc marching to our rendezvous earlier that. On the walk
back, from Civic Center BART, I received a phone call from my mother, after
which I wrote the following poem, with which I’ll conclude this recording, to
gesture toward the fact that my early impressions of San Francisco conveyed by
attending readings and picking up my now former partner from work have since
been opened up by socio-political conditions.
if heaven was a mile away
today i believe heaven is real
& it is or will be on earth
because mum called &
told me money penny,
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sometimes I am so lonely in the world and therefore hungry to be
interpellated as any kind of subject, including one that orders a carnitas
super burrito, that I become someone who eats possibly someone else’s
carnitas super burrito in shame in order to simply say yes when
someone who works at a taqueria asks me “carnitas super burrito?”
and sometimes I try to not look up because I know that if I made
eye contact with the person I recklessly assume to be a woman sitting
two tables away I would cry because I am possibly eating that person’s
burrito, a possibility that I am aware of because even though I
sometimes ordered after this other person I receive a burrito before
them. and when someone who works at a taqueria asks the whole
restaurant repeatedly, “cactus super burrito?” sometimes I quickly
finish being the type of person who eats a carnitas super burrito and
walk out onto the street where I keep drinking mandarin soda, losing
a balled up napkin to the wind as I write something like this. which is
to say sometimes I feel better and sometimes I feel worse as I
practically tumble after the balled up napkin, almost getting hit by a car
when the light changes.

disavowing ethnocentrism in favor of the patriarchy of fear and 		
embarrassment with the word yes

you. It was May 8th, 2015 and I had attended a reading at Alley Cat. It was a
release event to celebrate two new books pressed by Krupskaya, one of whose
editors is my now former professor Stephanie. Stephanie, with co-editor Brandon
Brown, delightfully MC’d this release for Marie Buck’s Portrait of Doom and
Syd Staiti’s The Undying Present. To be perhaps too honest, though I bought both
the books, because I loved the reading, I have yet to read much more of either
book than I heard that night. It is my hope that the self-induced embarrassment
of recording myself admitting this will encourage me to finally read the books. I
remember as Syd read I felt, “this is a very interesting and dense prose of desiring
subjects, I must buy the book so I can more deeply give myself to the density of its
desires.” I remember as those avatars of Marie read in Marie’s stead I felt, “these
poems are vicious, I must buy the book so it can cut me the fuck up.” I want to
more deeply feel these things; I should read the damn books.
After the reading, I felt as I then often felt, and still often do, though less
often, now I know some people in the scenes here: I felt “it would be cool to talk
to some of these people whom are apparently interested or at least curious about
some of the same writing and writers that I am interested in or at least curious
about, but unfortunately, as I’ve been told more than once, I have no chill, so I
must get outta here ASAP so I can stop feeling the dread of wanting to talk to
people whom it feels impossible to end up in a conversation with.” Having gotten
out, I crossed the street to a tacqueria I have since returned to many times, nearly
every time I find myself at Alley Cat, namely Taqueria Vallarta. Ok, now I’ll let
the poem speak. It’s called:
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of E and plenty others, nerve-wracking experience of writing so-called creatively.
Reflecting on this self-indulgence, J was compelled to put this aside until finishing
another piece started the week before.

Flume
a poem after Julie’s hand-note
In the flu filled room
with all of you
I felt the truth
& called it stew
and killed a couple
because couples deserve it
I am a murderous romantic
Flu is murder, don’t you know
& couples too sway fro & to
I felt the room and killed a stew
I am romantic about the truth
Who filled the felt with stew
and knew the flu would
catch a couple
I called you, but you called me
romantic
I deserve it, I am frantic
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Mostly, I was too late for San Francisco. Well, that feels perverse to say, period,
and especially on the record for this audio-tour—so I said it; but the fatality of that
sentence casts in shadow the undoubtedly ongoing life of a city I have relatively
little direct relation to, except as mediated by those poets and writers, plenty of
them New Narrative, associates, and descendants, whom have for me made San
Francisco a place haunted and not merely one of dead, dying, and displaced labor.
As a late comer, when I got the email to contribute to this, I thought: this must
be a mistake; but Samantha Giles reassured me it wasn’t; aside from perhaps
qualifying for contribution because I’m talking about the “Prose of the Housing
Question” in F.S. Rosa’s Post War and Other Stories and Renee Gladman’s To
After That at the Communal Presence conference, I suppose late-comers like me
have also some amount of relevant, if late, truth to convey of San Fran and New
Narrative to those both new and old to the place and writing. Or at least I hope
what I say here will persuade you of this supposition, sweet listener.
In the first year of living in the Bay, in Oakland, beginning July 2014,
where I moved to study poetry with Truong Tran, Stephanie Young, Stephen
Ratcliffe, and Juliana Spahr on the lovely campus of Mills College in the towns’
eastern Hills, the main reasons I found to go to San Francisco were for readings
and to pick up my then partner from work shifts ending later than the BART ran.
Since most of the readings I was drawn to were in the East Bay, mostly the latter.
Nonetheless, about the latter I have as little to say as you’d expect concerning
the act of sitting in a parked car waiting for someone and looking at social media
posts and articles on a mobile device while listening to the radio. So I’ll tell you
about the former.
One reading in particular sticks in mind, in part because after it I wrote a
poem, a poem that I subsequently came to associate with one of the emotionally
warmest evenings in San Francisco I can remember, and also in part because
it was the first I’d attended at one of my most regular destinations in the city,
Alley Cat Books. As an aside, I should mention that Alley Cat is the very place
where I picked up a copy of the Dodie Bellamy and Kevin Killian edited volume,
Writers Who Love Too Much: New Narrative Writing 1977-1997; I remember
of the day I bought it, I’d just finished giving a volunteer orientation at the 19th
and Mission office of the tenant and immigrant rights organization, Causa Justa/
Just Cause, that I volunteer with. Actually, the following plot, “get off BART at
16th and Mission, walk those few blocks to the CJJC office, listen to and talk
with prospective volunteers, walk a handful more blocks to Alley Cat to look at
books, find one I crush upon, awkwardly exchange whatever words I can with the
person behind the register roughly my age that I recognize from readings around
the Bay, say I have to go, walk to BART at 24th and Mission”—that plot could
represent with only slight distortion the majority of my trans-bay visits since my
now former partner stopped working evenings.
Anyway, I was trying to tell a story about a poem I want to share with
21
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turns out the stop buttons on this bus broke so telephone rider now off the phone
looking to off the bus hollers please stop until the driver hears & the former says
“I appreciate you”

“cigarettes, grease, butter, all that shit, I don’t sit outside, I watch my stories or
some music,” says another rider into a telephone

so t-shirt passes thru &, as I pass, looks back at person with infant saying, “don’t
worry about it momma”

driver has a driver next to them and the driver next to the driver says something
like, “go & get out the way”

in front of the T-shirt wearer a just busboarded person with an infant is slowing
our boarding flow for sake of making sure that infant is sat safely before sitting
themself

I think the person in front of me is wearing a Lucy Parsons t-shirt
but I might just have imagined that since she’s been on the mind
ever since a comrade tweeted about Emma Goldman’s anti-blackness toward
Parsons a couple weeks ago

no more parties in LA, goes kanye on a song I don’t much care for, from a
record I do, that nonetheless fits the bill

just came another email to respond to
from a poet to me about my forwarded
ask to publicly confront a writer of the landlord class
about said landlord-writer’s planned
art gallery boycott picket line crossing in LA

minor panic, where else, at the bus stop
from corner of 14th & international to
one of the last week’s of work in the
soon closing deep East oakland tenants clinic
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This fact wilded like fennel along highway-side. We heard and spread this because
butter, peanut or not, is the only way to be an anti-capitalist in a property class. We
heard this drolly, and a lorry full of precious cargo passed. I am very impressed
with us, jacketed, snitch or unsnitch. Mostly unsnitch, I hope I know. But how
to aimlessly stroll when you’ve somewhere to get back to by a certain time? It
smells like fennel on my writing hand (is this what night smells like?). I will
unpack at home and on the road—riding the log flume all the way back to work
like a complete beef jerk. Laughing at some else’s jokes is not very much like an
underground rail, but we need both already. So rake the road we unstoned roll,
as unhigh as we like, by walking with talk intermittent, by talking about and
attending talks on histories of concentration and internment.

Rumor is they have a belly on the street.

Surplus Notice
after Erica Hunt’s”Surplus Landmarks”
State law permits gloves without fingers & at the private post office to pick up a
deposit check I can handle my care. Former tenants have been wrapped by sun, so
says the lord of all so-called abandoned so-called landed property. I moved out,
I carried a coffee maker, I made the coffee and I think you drank some, I think I
hope. Splay, even if not anthemic, spirits play or splits the lay and overhead so
many damn elastic particles to catch. Some of them may be capital improvements.
I wonder who Little Bombay is but in this tunnel my reception is spotty. The
sooner you are hereby notified then the sooner you are hereby required and hereby
notified of the premises’ premises, and then after some number of days comes
a rather consequential expiration. Forget their premises, despite what they call
code, nothing civil about it. Bring your antennae, we can crowd them out, what
she called “inch by angry inch.”
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A time when leaves whirl in this hot parking lot
& many regions of the world respond to
climate change intensified hurricanes & flooding
& some regions of the world respond to social violence
with collective actions the dominant media apparatuses like to call violent.
I had a day, some friends ask how it was.

It was one where I got a check from my father in the mail
& bought some books
& went to one reading instead of another reading.

At dinner we discuss pronouns, &, after, what it means
to be signalling in a white & bourgeois way.

I didn’t write enough, I say to myself for the millionth time while waiting &
browsing feeds from which I eat to detail my perception of various crises &
attempts to overcome.

I did not sufficiently recapitulate details in my writing to offer anything
interesting to a future reader, I say to myself.
I fell asleep on the couch again.
I wished I had someone to sleep next to.
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